Welcome to our Summer Holiday edition of the FFETA Bulletin. We realise it has
been some considerable time since our last offering, but we have continued to be
busy on your behalf and this edition will give you some insights into what we have
been doing since our return to working normally in these strange times.
As you may know, lockdown was temporarily lifted for a short time last year, so we
were able to fit in an AGM as well as a Johannesburg function, before we were
locked down again. This year saw us once again, unable to visit the provinces but
with the government relaxing restrictions and allowing us to return
to Level one, we were fortunate to be able to hold an AGM and the
evening function – and more of that later.
STANDARDS AND MORE
SANS 1825 : the “General requirements for periodic Inspection and testing of transportable
refillable gas pressure receptacle” has been approved for publication and will be available for sale
once the publication process has been finalized.

SANS 1475: This has still not been sent out for public comment, but we can guarantee as soon
as it is available it will be circulated to all FFETA members. Rosemary
SANS 10105: This has now been published and is available to purchase from the SABS
SANS 1567 AND 1910: These are both in preparation for public comment so watch your email
inbox.
SANS 322: This is currently being updated
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SANS 10134: Updated earlier this year and now released.
PER: This had gone out for public comment and had been circulated to all FFETA members with
particular attention to regulations, 18 and 19 which is pertinent to the fire industry. The comment
period has now closed so watch this space.
SANAS TEST STATIONS
As all gas test stations are aware, there has been changes in the SANS 1825 standard. SANAS
requires gas test stations to transition from the old standard to the new, posing challenges in the
process. That is one of the reasons during the last FFETA Executive meeting, it had been agreed
to set up a group for FFETA members who had a SANAS Gas test station whereby relevant
information could be disseminated for the benefit of those members. This is being headed up by
Lizl Davel, our FFETA committee member based in Cape Town. An email was circulated to all
members and if you are interested but had not responded previously, please contact Lizl at
lizl.d@atlascenta.co.za
WEBSITE
There had been a few problems with the FFETA website, so it was decided
to do a complete overhaul. Companies that had taken time to upload
their logo and company information will be glad to know that this has not
been removed; however, they are urged to check if all their information is
still correct. This is a huge marketing opportunity for all FFETA members; The new site will also
have a section for “employment”. As a FFETA member, this will be free of charge for you to
advertise any vacant positions you may have. All you need to do is drop an email to the admin
office and Rosemary will do the rest. The new site is up and running, so please visit it and check
your details. www.ffeta.co.za If you haven’t yet used this facility, you can log in with the email
address used by FFETA to communicate with you, and your password will be 12345 and you can
then change it. We look forward to having all those logos on display.
FFETA’S CHARITY GOLF DAY
FFETA will be hosting a Charity Golf Day in May next year with
the beneficiary being “Children of Fire” which is a charity
established in 1996, by founder and current director Bronwen
Jones who realized there was a desperate need for an
organization that could assist young South African burn
survivors. The socio-economic challenges of South Africa
contribute greatly to the high incidence of burns among children and so the charity began to
focus on education in informal settlement communities on the dangers of fires and ways to
prevent them.
It was felt this charity was most relevant to FFETA and the fire industry as a whole.
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The date for your diary ~ Friday 13th May 2022. Unlucky for some, but
lucky for Children of Fire. We hope to receive your support, so bring
those customers along for a day of golf at the wonderful Gary player
designed golf course in Blue Valley Hills Kyalami .The invitation is
attached and as we are limited to 30 four balls only, please get your
entry in and hopefully, you will also sponsor something for this
great cause.
FFETA’S ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
This was held on Wednesday 20 October
and with the move to Level 1, we were
able to hold this in the SAQCC Fire
Boardroom. One new member was
appointed to the committee, and we welcome Mr Dibden of Transfire to the FFETA Executive.
The auditors were present to field any questions on the audited accounts. Minutes of the AGM as
well as the Chair’s report are attached.
You will see from the AGM Minutes; it was agreed there would be a small increase of just under
3% in the annual subscription from 1 July 2022.
The price of neck rings as agreed will remain the same as this year i.e., R2.75 per ring, but
increasing it marginally to R5.50 for non-members. This does mean the cost to non-members is
double what a member pays, so definitely a benefit for being a FFETA member.
FFETA GAUTENG FUNCTION
As usual, the AGM was followed by our year-end function, and due to the former success of the
Casino evening, another Casino evening was held – but this time the theme was “Super Hero’s”.
Following are a selection of the photos taken that evening.

Prizes were given for the best dressed and the most innovative – as well as the person who won
the most “FFETA money, not to mention a special prize for the person that became bankrupt!
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Thought needs to be given on ideas for our next year’s functions. Any
suggestions are more than welcome.
FIRE DOORS
There has been a growing demand for the supply of fire
doors and therefore we at FFETA feel that it is
imperative that we assist our members with important
information on fire doors. Below is a guideline on the
different classes of fire doors and what to look out for.
-

Why a need for fire doors? - In general, a fire door
is required where the spread of fire and/or smoke from a fire needs to be contained within a
specific area.

-

Location, classification, and size of fire doors are to be determined in accordance with the
applicable building and safety regulations, as well as the project application (commercial,
industrial, residential, etc …).

The classification of fire doors in the SANS 1253, South African National Standard is based on the
following parameters:
-

Stability: The ability of a fire door to fulfil its design function of keeping an opening closed in
the face of a fire so that no fissure or opening wider than 25 mm develops.

-

Integrity: Enables a door to resist fire without the development of perpendicular through
openings wider than 6 mm and longer in total than the largest dimension of the door.

-

Insulation: The ability of the door to prevent the transmission of enough heat to raise the
mean unexposed face temperature by more than 140O C above the initial temperature.

-

Impact Test: The door is to resist two successive impacts of a sandbag 250 mm in diameter
and weighing 27 kg, without the formation of any opening wider than 25 mm. Test is carried
out after the test door has been allowed to cool down once the period of required stability
has been achieved. The test is only conducted in respect of Class D doors.

Below is a table on the different parameters and the class of the Fire doors. Note: the rating of a
fire door is based on its stability parameter, for example:
• Class A fire doors are considered a 1-hour fire rated door,
• Class B fire doors are 2-hour rated, etc.
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Most importantly members need to ensure that all doors and frames must be labelled with the
following:
-

manufacturer’s name,
unique identification number classification as per SANS 1253,
and year of manufacture.

(This information is generally contained on a small metal plate/tag fixed on the inside of the door
frame and on the door leaf).

HARD STAMPING ON LOW PRESSURE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

It is advisable that all SANS 1475 company owners communicate this
information to the Management Representative so that registered fire
technicians can make the correct decisions when they service low pressure
fire extinguishers (DCP/ Water & Foam).
All fire extinguishers marked SABS 810 are still permitted to be in service and are
permitted to be serviced. The requirement of “restore to the original manufacturers
requirements” still applies.
•

•
•

•
•

Fire extinguisher cylinders manufactured up to and before 2003 will be marked as per the
SABS 810 requirements. Cylinder’s manufactured after 2003 will need to be marked as per
the requirements of SANS 1739.
Fire extinguisher manufacturers can use their own numbering or lettering system as long
as all the requirements for permanent marking are met.
The Standard requires that permanent markings be readable. As discussed at international
ISO meetings, this becomes a little contentious when a heavy-duty powder coating is
applied or if the cylinder has been painted during refurbishment.
SABS 810 was so written that markings could be on the body of a cylinder.
The initial SANS 1739 lead to contention regarding permanent markings on the body of an
extinguisher. The revised SANS 1739:1998 does not allow permanent markings on the
cylindrical portion of the cylinder which is under pressure.
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•

Cylinders without the required permanent markings as per SANS
1739 are NON-APPROVED and shall be condemned.

Even though par 5.2.8 of SANS 1475-1 does not explicitly list it as a condition to
condemn a fire extinguisher it has to have hard stamping as per the
requirements of SABS 810 and SANS 1739. The manufacturing of a fire
extinguisher is currently controlled by two SANS standard – SANS 1739 – the actual
manufacturing of the cylinder and SANS 1910 – putting the bells and whistles onto the cylinder
(this is about to change with both standards being incorporated into a new SANS 1910 with SANS
1739 falling away).
SANS 1739 point 12.2 - Markings - sets out the hard stampings that are required on a cylinder as
per sub clause 12.2.1 – Type of content marking. Should the marking not be present as per this
requirement then the cylinder would not have passed the manufacturing criteria and therefore
would NOT have been approved, which in turn means that the cylinder would NOT have been
allowed to enter the market (bear in mind that although the fire extinguisher standard sets out its
own markings it still has to be in line with the PER).

So, although there may not be a clause directly stating that a cylinder must be marked in a
set manner, it goes together with a heap of other manufacturing standard requirements. If
not met, the cylinder must be condemned as it does not meet the manufacturing
requirements.

That’s it for this edition. We hope you found it interesting and welcome any
comments, input and if you have an article for a future edition, even better, we
welcome your feedback.

Important Points to Remember:
Ø Website – check your listing
Ø Friday 13th May – Golf Day
Ø Watch this space for future events around the country in 2022.
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All that is left for us now, is to wish you, your family and co-workers a
wonderful holiday season. Safe travels for those of you who will be going
away and here is hoping that 2022 will prove a much better year than 2020
and 2021. Once again, we leave you with something that we hope will bring
a smile to your face particularly the first one, with the advent of the POPI Act!

Pre Govender
Editor in Chief
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